Using the 1/Z ( = X) perturbation format, analytical properties of eigenstates in the complex X plane have been studied for two-and three-electron atoms, using simple nonlinear variational calculations. The ground states for both systems are included, as well as four excited states for two electrons. The results suggest a general partitioning of bound states into two categories: (i) If the singly charged anion is bound, analytical continuation in X along the positive real axis causes the energy to penetrate the continuum, and subsequently to terminate at a branch point. (ii) If the singly charged anion is unbound, the energy is tangent to the continuum edge, and analytic continuation in X to larger positive values creates a non-normahzable wave function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Perturbation theory constitutes one of the most povrerful tools available in the study of the quantum mechanics of atoms and moleeules. But in spite of widespread application, its basic analytical properties are poorly understood. Our objective in this papex is to illustrate selected important aspects of that version of perturbation theory which treats the full electron-pair interaction as the perturbation. Specifically, ere shall be concerned with the ground states of the two-and three-electron atoms, and arith four excited states of the former.
In the case of n electrons bound to a nucleus with atomic number Z, the nonrelativistie Hamiltonian may be written in the follovring reduced manner:
a(x) = --, '(v', +~~~+ (0) is obtained when a = P =1, for which e'0'(0) = -1.
For nonzero X, the variational wave function (2.1) only provides an approximation to the-exact spatial eigenfunction of H(X), but its flexibility in being able to permit eW P incorporates radial correlation between the two electrons. Its principal shortcoming is failure to describe angular correlation. Fig. 1 , has been plotted in Fig. 2 . Fig. 1 This situation persists until point B is reached. In order to provide a common descriptive language for the four states, we define the mutually orthogonal atomic orbitals, u(r, a)=e "', (r, p} ={(3/(n+ p)1 rrew, (r, y)=xe "", (3 1) N(n"n. ) = &tl 0&, r.(n"n.) =(tlr, '+r. 'l0&, r.(a"n,) = (ylr;, 'I y&, r, (n"n,) =(glV', +V', [Q&. (3.3)
In each case, these matrix elements will be homowith w, and zo, defined analogously. Each variational wave function |t has been synthesized from a pair of these orbitals. Indeed the Hylleraas-Eckart-Chandrasekhar function could be considered in this light as the combination u(r"a)u(r"p) +u(r"p) u(r"a). 
The exact unperturbed wave function is obtained for~=1, p=-, ', and the corresponding energy is Figure 6 shows that the computed g dec1.ines monotonically as A, increases from zero, Fig. 7 , and the orbital parameters appear in Fig. 8 A. =1 +0.2i. (I([(ls)(2p) 'P] =u(r"a)w, (r"p)+w, (r"p)u(r"n), $[(2p) 'P) =w (r"n)w, (r~, p) -w, (r"a)w, (r,p) +w, (r"p}w,(r"n} -w, (r"p}w,(r"a). We have examined the three-electron ground state, to see if its results were consistent with the proposed behavior.
Including both spin and space coordinates, the doublet eigenfunctions for three electrons conform to the following structure: $(123)=f (r"r2~r~)n(1)n(2)p (3) +f(r"r,~rm)n(1)p(2)n(3) + f(r"r,~r,)p(1)n(2) n(3). The spatial function f is required to satisfy two conditions": f(r"r,(r,) = -f (r"r,~r,); f(r"r,(r,)+f(r»r, (r,)+f(r»r,~r, )=0. 
